
Dymaxion Notes 
 
To get the most out of these notes, make your own tetrahedron and dymaxion.  
You can make a dymaxion from 13 table tennis balls and a little bit of something 
sticky to join them. Make three layers as shown – the top and the bottom layers made 
of three spheres, and the middle of seven. Then place them on top of one another. 
 

 
 
A tetrahedron is made of three balls (like the top or bottom layer of the dymaxion), 
with a fourth one put on top. 
 
Pictures below are taken from the Sareoso moldatu animation:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8iBp45PpGM 
 
The Sareoso Conduct document referred to below is available at 
https://sareoso.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/conduct.pdf 
 
1. The Tetrahedron 
 

 
 
A tetrahedron can represent the transition from a one to a three or vice versa.  
 
Going from three to one, a tetrahedron could represent the three separate centres – 
thinking, feeling and moving in Gurdjieffian terms – being united in self-
remembering. In fact, it makes a good symbol for the aim of sacred geometry itself: 
use the head, the heart, and the hand to develop a higher level of consciousness. 
 



Going from one to three, in the Saros creation myth, the mother is awoken and 
separates into the will to be, the will to equilibrate, and the will to unify. The space in 
the middle of the four spheres in the tetrahedron could represent the gate of necessity 
or the one perhaps.  
 
Imagine a gigantic tetrahedron standing in space – the temple of creation. To pass 
from this world one must go between the spheres, through the gateway hidden in the 
middle. Reminiscent perhaps of the eagle in Castaneda’s books.  
 
Is there a connection with the ventricles in the head? You can orient the tetrahedron 
so that there are two balls on either side (like the lateral ventricles), and two balls 
beneath (like the 3rd and 4th ventricles?).   
 

 
 
 
2. Formation of the Dymaxion 
In the moldatu animation, a dymaxion is shown being created from a tetrahedron. 
Here are the steps: 
 

The green ball becomes the centre  
(the space in the tetrahedron is shown move to the centre of the green ball) 

 

 
2) The blue balls is replicated and forms a square around the green ball. As we see 

later, the same is happening with the orange ball but they are hidden by the blue ones. 

 
3) Three red balls take up position from outside. 

 
 



 
Another way of seeing things is that the dymaxion is made from four tetrahedrons 
sharing one ball which forms the centre of the dymaxion. The central ball is the green 
one in the animation: 
 

 
 
 
In the Sareoso document, Conduct there is a gnomic description of the way the 
formation of personality is symbolised by the dymaxion. This begins: 
 

“When a child is conceived it begins to build the dymaxion around one of the 
4 bases – that is what forms its foundation (F1F2F3F4) - and continues to build 
on this until all 12 are centred on one of the 16 possibles.” 

 
Could the four ‘bases’ be the four tetrahedrons in a dymaxion? 
 
Maybe we start with a single tetrahedron. Any of the four balls in the tetrahedron 
could become the centre of a dymaxion. Could the ‘16 possibles’ be the sixteen balls 
which make up all four tetrahedrons? Four of the balls eventually merge to the make 
the centre of the dymaxion, leaving 12 surrounding it.  
 
3. Locking and unlocking 
 
The description in Conduct continues: 
 

“At some time during the 3rd year it normally sets its viewpoint by choosing a 
centre; its aim and its view of reality. This orientation forms the centre of the 
dodecahedron but this centre is compressed by the attempted locking together 
of the 12 (the dymaxion) around the 13th, thus combining the 16 possible 
dymaxion centres and the forming of the dodecahedron in one coherent form. 
This is the personality base.” 

 
The centre of the dodecahedron refers to the part of the animation where the 
dymaxion is compressed, so that the central ball is made smaller, and the outer balls 
gather more closely around the centre in an ‘icosahedral grouping’. The centres of the 
12 outer balls join together to form a dodecahedron. 
 
4. Meditation and the Dymaxion 
 
The process of forming the personality can perhaps be reversed in order to extend our 
consciousness. The steps might be conceived of as something like: 



 
Loosen the personality’s grip on our awareness – opening out the icosahedral 
grouping to the dymaxion.  
 
Try different viewpoints – rotate the dymaxion. 
 
Break up the dymaxion to the component tetrahedra. 
 
Pass through the gate… 

 
This is the aim of meditation perhaps. 
 
Also some resonance with shifting the assemblage point. 
 
5. The four axes of the Dymaxion 
 
The dymaxion has within it the symmetries of the tetrahedron and of the octahedron 
(or equivalently the octahedron’s dual shape the cube) -  
 
The dymaxion has three axes of symmetry which pass through opposite pairs of 
square groupings. For example, this view of a dymaxion is looking along one of these 
axes: 

 
This arrangement of axes is the same as the axes of symmetry of an octahedron:  
up-down, left-right, front-back. 
 
It also has four axes of symmetry which pass through opposite pairs of triangular 
groupings. For example, this view of a dymaxion is looking along one of these axes: 

 
This arrangement of axes is the same as the axes of symmetry of a tetrahedron: up-
down, and then three axes like a tripod.  
 
In the Conduct document, there is a diagram and some notes which I think may refer 
to this arrangement of four axes: 
 
Reason / Delusion 



Emotional / Hatred 
Physical / Greed 
Action / Progenitive 
 
This needs further work though! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


